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1. Introduction

Let Sv be a non-developable surface in a projective space of three dimen-

sions. On S y let there be given two one-parameter families of curves such that

one curve of each family passes through each point y of Sv, the two tangents

being distinct. Such a set of curves will be called a net of curves. According to

this agreement a conjugate net is a net. If, at any point of the discussion,

the given net is conjugate, we shall explicitly call the net a conjugate net.

Moreover we shall assume that the given net is not the asymptotic net.

The object of this paper is to generalize the property of isothermal-

conjugacy in the sense that a certain property is to be defined for any non-

asymptotic net, which property is isothermal-conjugacy if the net is conju-

gate. Without loss of generality we may assume that the given net has been

made parametric. Let y{k) =yw(u, v), ¿ = 1,2, 3, 4, be the parametric equa-

tions of Sy. ~LetZ<-k) =cik), k = \,2, 3, 4, be the coordinates of a fixed point not

lying in the tangent plane toSy at y Under these conditions the four functions

y and the four constants c satisfy a system of differential equations of the form

y«, = a<u>y. + &<»>y, + c<u>y + d<">«,

yUv = a™yu + &<12>y, + c™y + ¿<12>z,

(1)
y„ = a™yu + 4<M>y, + c^y + ¿<22>z,

zu = zv = 0.

The coefficients of system (1) satisfy the following integrability conditions:f

a02)   _  ojdl)   -f a(12)¿(12)   _  ¿(H>a(22)  _|_ c(12)   =  0,

¿¿12)   _  ¿01)   -L. a(12)J(ll)  _L.  (¿(12)   _   a(ll))¿(12)   _  ¿(1D¿(22)   _  C(U)   =  Q,

(2a)
V      '   Cu(12)   _  c 01)   + a02)c0D  -L.  (¿(12)   _  a(ll))c(lS)   _  ¿(H)C(22)   =  0j

¿u(12)  _  ¿01)   _j_ aO2)¿01)  _|_  (¿(12)   _   a(ll))¿(12)   _  ¿OD¿(22)   .  O  .

* Presented to the Society, September 8,1927; received by the editors September 12,1928, and

(revised) May 28,1929.
f G. M. Green, Memoir on the general theory of surf aces and rectilinear congruences, these Transac-

tions, vol. 20 (1919), p. 150.
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a„(22> - a„<12> + a<22)a(11) + (ô<22> - a<12>)a(l2> - ¿><12>a<22> + c<22> = 0,

W22) - «V12) + a<22>Mu) - a<12)ô<12) - c(l2) = 0,

ctt<22> - c„(12> + a(22)c(n) + (ô<22> - a<12>)c<12> - J(12>c<22> = 0,

¿u(2ü) _ ¿p) _|_ a(22>¿(ii) + (¿(22) _ a(i2))¿(i2) _ jd2)¿(22) = 0

For convenience we adopt the following notation :

a = d<12>/d<u>,     ß = a<i2) - aa<n),       y = ô<12> - aô(U),

5 = c(i2) _ acai)
(3)

a' = d<12>/d<22>,    /3' = a(12) - a'a<22>,    7' = 6<12> - a'i<22>,

5' = C(12)  _ a'c(22)  .

a = d(11)/d(22>, b = a<u) - aa<22\ c = tV12) - a&(22>, d = c<u> - ac<22>,

(4)
6' = a<12\ c' = ô<12>, d' = c<12>.

We assemble at this point certain formulas which will be useful in our

discussions :

K = 8 + y(ay + ß) + ay„ - yv,

77' = 5' + ß'(*'ß' + y') + a'ßl - ft,' ;

(6) 77 = K - ft/ + yv,    K' = 77' + ft,' - yv ;

(7) £> = d + aß'2 -y2 + aß' - yu + ß'c + by + a'(ft,'  - yv),

öS) = H' - K + (1 + aaOW - 7.) - # - *' + ««'(ft.'  - 7.) ;

(8) H/(«) = 27, + (c/a)u,    W^ = 2/3.' - bv.

From system (1) we note that the parametric net is conjugate if d(I2) =0.

Hence for conj'ugate nets we have a =a' = 0.

The functions (3) to (8) have been chosen to satisfy the following con-

ditions :

(a) Parametric net non-conjugate: The functions a, ß, 7, S, a', ß',

7', 5' are identical with the like named functions of Green's paper.* The func-

tions K and 77' are the same, except for a factor, as the functions h and k'

respectively.f The functions Wlu) and W-v) are the negatives of like named

functions of Green's paper just cited.X

* G. M. Green, Nets of space curves, these Transactions, vol. 21 (1920), p. 121. Hereafter referred

to as Green, Nets.

t Green, Nets, pp. 216-217.
X Ibid., p. 223.
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(b) Parametric nets conjugate: The functions a, b, c, d, b', c', d' are the

same as the like named coefficients of system (16) of Green's first memoir on

conjugate nets.* The invariants H = E', K = K', SD, WM and JF(r)arethe

same as the functions of like notation in the theory of conjugate nets.

In the usual way, we may show that the developables of the ray con-

gruence correspond to the net defined by equating the quadratic differential

form

(9) aHdu2 - T¡dudv - K'dv2

to zero. The developables of the axis congruence correspond to the net de-

fined by equating to zero the quadratic differential form

(10) aiK + W^)du2 - [S3 + c/(W<"> - W™

- 2ßi + 2yv)]dudv - (77' + W^)dv2.

The asymptotic net is defined by equating the form

(11) adu2 + 2a! dudv + dv2

to zero.

We shall say that a net has equal point invariants of the first kind if

(12) 77 - K = 0.

If we compute the harmonic invariant of the quadratic forms (9) and (11),

we find that the ray curves form a conjugate net if and only if the given net has

equal point invariants of the first kind. Conjugate nets, therefore, with equal

point invariants of the first kind have equal point invariants in the usual sense.

The axis curves form a conjugate net if and only if the invariant

(13) WM - W™ + K - H

vanishes.

2. Nets with equal W invariants

We shall say that a net is <z« 7 net if

(14) W<»> - W<»> = 0.

Evidently if a net is a conjugate I net it is an isothermally conjugate net.

From (12) and (13) we observe that if a net has two of the following properties

it has the third also: its ray curves form a conjugate net; its axis curves form a

* G. M. Green, Projeclive differential geometry of one-parameter families of space curves and

conjugate nets, first memoir, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 37 (1915), p. 221. Hereafter

referred to as Green, Conjugate nets, I.
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conjugate net; it is an I net. If the net is conjugate, this theorem is the familiar

theorem concerning isothermally conjugate nets.*

From (14) we obtain what might be called a generalized theorem of

Demoulin and Tzitzéica: If the tangents to the curves of a net form W con-

gruences, the net is an I net.

Let us call a net a non-harmonic net of the first kind if

(15) © j« 0,    a(JF<»> - W<«> - 2ßi + 27e) = 0.

It follows therefore that a non-conjugate non-harmonic net of the first kind is an

I net if and only if it has equal point invariants of the first kind. A non-harmonic

conjugate net is a non-harmonic net of the first kind.

If we compare the quadratic forms (9) and (10), we observe that the only

non-harmonic I nets of the first kind for which the axis curves coincide with the

ray curves are those having equal point invariants of the first kind and the

tangents to whose curves form W congruences. If the given net is conjugate this

theorem becomes the familiar theorem of Gréent, as correctedj by Wilczynski.

We shall call a net a non-harmonic net of the second kind if

(16) 2) 5¿ 0,    a'iW^ - W™ - 2ßi + 2y.) ^ 0.

If we impose the condition that the corresponding coefficients of the quad-

ratic forms (9) and (10) be proportional, we find that

JWM + ßj - y^jßj - yv)

Wm _wm_ 2ßi + 27* '

jWM - ßi + yv)jßi - t.)

ha») _ ww - 2ßi + 27,. '

«'(ft.' - yv).

In this case the ray and axis curves coincide with the curves defined by the

differential equation!

(18)    aiW^ + ßi - yv)du2 - a'iW^ - W^

- 2ßi + 2yv)dudv - iWM - ßi + yv)dv2 = 0.

* G. M. Green, Projectiiie differential geometry of one-parameter families of space curves, and

conjugate nets on a curved surface, second memoir, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 38 (1916),

p. 320. Hereafter referred to as Green, Conjugate nets, II.

t Green, Conjugate nets, II, p. 322.

Î E. J. Wilczynski, Geometrical significance of isothermal-conjugacy of a net of curves, American

Journal of Mathematics, vol. 42 (1920), pp. 211-221. Hereafter referred to as Wilczynski, Nets.

§ Green, Nets, p. 235. We call attention to the error in Green's theorem immediately above

formulas (89). The words "and only if" should be deleted from the statement of the theorem.

H = H' =

(17) K = K' =

© =
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A net shall be called an harmonic net if and only if the ray and axis

tangents separate harmonically the tangents to the curves of the net. Hence

the parametric net is harmonic if and only if

(19) SD = a'ÇW™ - W™ - 20¿ + 27,) = 0.

An harmonic conjugate net is an harmonic net.*

The axis and ray curves of an harmonic net will coincide if and only if

(20) 77(77' + WM) = K'iK + W™).

It follows therefore that if a net is an harmonic net with equal point invariants

of the first kind, the axis and ray curves will coincide if and only if the given net

is an I net. Conversely if a net is an harmonic net whose ray and axis curves

coincide, then the net is an I net if and only if it has equal point invariants of the

first kind.

3. Equal point invariants of the second kind

A net shall be said to have equal point invariants of the second kind if the

invariant H — H' vanishes. Formulas (5) and (6) imply that if H—H'

vanishes then K—K' vanishes. It follows also from (5) and (6) that conjugate

nets have equal point invariants of the second kind. Equations (17) show that

non-harmonic nets of the second kindxwith coincident ray and axis curves have

equal point invariants of the second kind. A non-conjugate I net with equal

point invariants of the first and second kind is harmonic. In the next section

we shall characterize geometrically nets having equal point invariants of the

second kind.

Let the parametric net be non-conjugate and have equal point invariants

of the second kind. If use be made of (7), we find that the differential

equations of the ray and axis curves may be written

aHdu2 - a'(fi¿ - yv)dudv - Kdv2 = 0,
(21)

aiK + WM)du2 + a'iW^ - Ww + ßi - yv)dudv - (H + W™)dv* = 0,

respectively. It follows therefore that the tangents to the curves of the axis

Cray) curves of a non-conjugate net with equal point invariants of the second

kind will separate the tangents to the curves of the given net harmonically if and

only if the axis Cray) curves form a conjugate system. Conversely, we may show

by means of (7), (9), (10), and (13) that if the axis Cray) tangents of anon-con-

jugate net separate the tangents to the curves of the given net and asymptotic

* Wilczynski, Nets, p. 215.
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tangents harmonically, the given net has equal point invariants of the second

kind.  We may summarize our results in the following theorem:

// a non-conjugate net has any two of the following properties it has the third

also: its ray (axis) curves form a conjugate net; its ray (axis) tangents separate

the tangents to the curves of the net harmonically ; it has equal point invariants of

the second kind.

Suppose that the given net is a net of plane curves. It follows that

K + WM = 0,    H' + WM = 0.

Therefore if a net of plane curves has equal point invariants of the first and second

kind it is an I net. In case the net is conjugate this theorem becomes the

theorem of Green :* a conjugate net consisting of plane curves is isothermally

conjugate if and only if it has equal Laplace-Darboux invariants. More-

over, if a net is a non-conjugate net of plane curves with equal point invariants

of the first and second kinds it is harmonic.

4. The associate conjugate, anti-ray and anti-axis tangents

The associate conjugate net of a given net has been defined by Green t

to be that net the tangents to whose curves are the double rays of the in-

volution determined by the asymptotic tangents and the tangents to the

curves of the given net. The associate conjugate net of the parametric net is

defined by the differential equation

(22) adu2 - dv2 = 0.

The associate conjugate net of the net (22) will be called the second associate

conjugate net of the given parametric net. The differential equation of this net

is

(23) a'du2 + 2dudv + adv2 = 0.

The second associate conjugate net of a given net coincides with the net if

and only if the given net is conjugate. The harmonic invariant of the quad-

ratic form (10) and the quadratic form appearing in the left member of

(23) is

(24) a'(K - H') - 2a'(K - #) + Î).

In case the parametric net is non-conjugate, (24) may be written

(aa' - l)(H - H').

* Green, Conjugate nets, II, p. 322.

t Green, Nets, p. 213, Conjugate nets, II, p. 313.
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Hence a necessary and sufficient condition that the axis tangents of a non-

conjugate net separate the second associate conjugate tangents harmonically is

that the given net have equal point invariants of the second kind.

With Green* we may define the anti-ray net of any given net as that net,

the tangents to whose curves are the harmonic conjugates of the ray tangents

with respect to the tangents to the curves of the given net. The anti-ray

net of the parametric net is defined by the equation

(25) aHdu2 + Qdudv - K'dv2 = 0.

We may similarly define the anti-axis net of a given net. The differential

equation of the anti-axis net of the parametric net is

(26) o(7sT + W^)du2 + [OD + a'(W<°> - IF<">

- 20u' + 2yv)]dudv - (£F + W^)dv2 = 0.

The double rays of the involution determined by the axis and associate

conjugate tangents of the parametric net are determined by

(27) ci[5D + a'iW^ - W<"> - 2ßi + 2yv)]du2 + 2a(77' - K

+ JF<*> - W^)dudv +[$) + a'iWM - W^ - 2/3„' + 2yv)]dv2 = 0.

The double rays of the involution determined by the anti-ray and associate

conjugate tangents of the parametric net are determined by

(28) a®du2 + 2aiH - K')dudv + 2W = 0.

Let the parametric net be a non-harmonic net of the first kind. In that

case the jacobians (27) and (28) coincide if and only if

(29) 2iK' - K) + Ww - WM = 0.

From (29) we have the theorem of Green and Wilczynski: A non-harmonic

conjugate net whose axis tangents, anti-ray tangents, and associate conjugate

tangents form three pairs of an involution at every point is isothermally conjugate.

Moreover since a non-conjugate 7 net with equal point invariants of the first

kind is harmonic, we may state the following theorem :

If a net is a non-harmonic net of the first kind with equal point invariants of

the second kind then the pair of axis tangents, the pair of anti-ray tangents, and

the pair of associate conjugate tangents form three pairs of the same involution

if and only if the given net is isothermally conjugate.

Suppose that the parametric net is a non-harmonic net of the second

* Green, Conjugate nets, II, pp. 309, 310.
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kind with equal point invariants of the second kind. Under these conditions

the jacobians (27) and (28) may be written

a'du2 + 2dudv + adv2 = 0,

(30)
a'du2 — 2dudv + adv2 = 0,

respectively. It follows therefore that the axis tangents, the anti-ray tangents

and the associate conjugate tangents of a non-harmonic net of the second kind with

equal point invariants of the second kind cannot belong to the same involution.

The two nets (30) are the second associate conjugate net and the net obtained

by harmonic reflection of the second associate tangents in the parametric

tangents.

In the last two theorems, as is the case in the theory of conjugate nets,

the axis tangents may be replaced by the anti-axis tangents, and the anti-ray

tangents by the ray tangents.

Michigan State College,

East Lansing, Mich.


